ROPPOR Art v1.0
Drone Light Show Formation Plugin
Usage Guide

Chemessen, Inc.

You can watch the video(Youtube) about this document.

Legal Disclaimer
※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Copyright
ROPPOR Swarm Drone Software is registered with the Korea Copyright Commission and is protected
by copyright law.
Please note that unauthorized copying, use, and distribution of this software, as well as unauthorized
copying, use, and distribution of functions, function lists, function placement, user interfaces, and
design within the software, are in violation of copyright law.
ROPPOR Swarm Drone Trial Software may only be used for functional verification purposes, and
may not be used for commercial, educational, or business purposes.
If you have any copyright-related questions, please send your inquiries to staff@roppor.com and we
will sincerely review and respond.

※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Limitation of Liability
ChemEssen Inc. is a software company. We are only responsible for the development and supply of
swarm drone software and does not actually operate drone aircraft. The hardware related to parts
and equipment, etc. and data such as mobile communication networks provided by us is only one
example of testing the products of various manufacturers and the services of mobile carriers and
confirming their integration with our software, and the durability of each hardware and mobile
communication network.
It does not guarantee the stability, the function for a specific purpose, etc.
The user is solely responsible for the selection, interlocking, and operation results of all hardware
and mobile communication networks outside the scope of the software.
Please select the hardware and mobile communication network that suits your purpose using the
free trial version, which is provided unlimitedly regardless of the duration and number of drones,
and be sure to verify its function, durability, stability, and malfunction. In addition, it is necessary to
check and comply with the relevant laws and regulations of the country when drones are actually
operated.
In addition to the software, the civil and criminal liability for all unforeseen circumstances and illegal
operation including errors, malfunctions, accidents, human damages and property damages that
may occur during interlock and operation of the drone body, parts, equipment, and mobile
communication network selected by the user lies with the user, not with ChemEssen, Inc.
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1. Plugin Mount and Execution
This drone light show formation plugin performed by C4D (Cinema 4D) program is automatically
to set the name and materials of aircrafts for the drone show formation of the ROPPOR ART as well
as to check the distance (collision), speed (flight) between the drones during movements of the
performance and it also saves the show performance. It has an option to support loading, automatic
setting of LED by mode selection, etc.

Create

a folder

called

plugins

in

the

folder

where Cinema 4D

is

installed

(ex. C:

\ProgramFiles\Maxon Cinema 4D R23\). (If it has already been created, use that folder.)

Copy the'ROPPOR Art Drone Light Show Formation' downloaded in the Plugins folder.
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ㅁ
Launch Cinema 4D and check if the ‘ROPPOR Art Drone Light Show Formation’ plug-in is added in
[Extensions] in the top menu.

Select one or more spheres and run the plugin.
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2. ROPPOR Art Basic Tools
ROPPOR Art Basic Tools are basic tools automatically to set the name and material (RGB) of the
aircraft as well as to check the distance (collision verification) and speed (flight verification) between
drones for the configured performance formation and creates a performance path (PATH) file.

Spheres selected by [Roload] are loaded to use the functions of the basic tools. The number of
selected spheres is displayed in [Number of UAVS].
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Select the spheres you want to sort and click the [Rename Sphere & Add Material] button. The
names of the spheres are automatically sorted in order, and materials are inserted into the sorted
spheres at once.
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[Distance Check] Check the distance to make sure there is no collision in the performance
between the created drones.
[Minimum Distance] sets the minimum distance at which a collision might occur when performing
a test show in consideration of the effects of the user's aircraft characteristics, GPS position error,
wind, etc. (For collision verification)
[Frame Count] Set the area to apply the function from 0 Frame to x Frame.
[Speed Check] Detects drones exceeding 3m/s.

After setting the storage location of the performance path (PATH) files with [Set Directory], click
[Make Path File] to create the performance path (PATH) files.
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3. ROPPOR Art LED Setting
This menu supports six LED Mode Presets.

Set the start and end frames to apply the LED key value with [Start Frame] and [Finish Frame].

Specify the frame interval which the LED key value is generated with [Frame Rate].
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If you press [Mode Select], you can use 6 functions (Color Wipe, Color Wipe2, Rainbow, Rainbow
Wipe, Random, Toggle)

Color Wipe : It can be changed to [First RGB] color after applying [Second RGB] color sequentially
according to the aircraft order in units of [Frame Rate] set from [Start Frame] to [Finish Frame]. After
applying to all drones, it will be repeated.
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Color Wipe2 : [Frame Rate] set from [Start Frame] to [Finish Frame] is applied in [Second RGB] color
sequentially according to the aircraft order. (Do not repeat)

Rainbow : Apply the rainbow color (red>orange>yellow>green>blue>navy blue>violet) in the unit
of [Frame Rate] set from [Start Frame] to [Finish Frame]. It repeats when all the rainbow colors have
been applied.
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Rainbow Wipe: The rainbow color (red>orange>yellow>green>blue>navy blue>violet) is applied
sequentially according to the order of the aircraft in units of [Frame Rate] set from [Start Frame] to
[Finish Frame]. (not repeat)

Random: After applying the color of [First RGB], randomly select the number of units set in [Random
Num] in the unit of [Frame Rate] set from [Start Frame] to [Finish Frame], and then apply the color
value of [Second RGB] If [Second RGB] is not set (0,0,0), a random color is applied repeatedly.
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In [Random Num], enter the number of drones randomly to color when using Random Mode.

Toggle

: [First RGB] and [Second RGB] colors are applied sequentially to all aircraft in units of

[Frame Rate] set from [Start Frame] to [Finish Frame]
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4. Export ROPPOR Swarm 3D File (.rs3d)
You can save a large formation by setting a specific frame set among files.

After setting [Frame Set], create ROPPOR Swarm 3D File (.rs3d) file using [Set Directory> Make Form
File].

As an example above, save the coordinates and RGB values of the aircraft in the 72 Frame section
in ROPPOR Swarm 3D File (.rs3d).
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It is created in the specified location..
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5. Import ROPPOR Swarm 3D File (.rs3d)
Load the created ROPPOR Swarm 3D File (.rs3d) and insert it.

<Applied to 100 Frame>
Enter and insert the frame you want to apply the file to ROPPOR Swarm 3D File (.rs3d).

When applying as a new project file, the same number of drone and material must be set in advance
to apply. (You must enter a random keyframe for the drone and material.)
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<Before application>

<After application>

The message Upload “~ Success!” is displayed in the information window, and a key frame is created.
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6. Load PATH file
Load the created performance path (PATH) file into Cinema 4D.

Find and set the location of the path files you want to load.

You can set detailed settings by clicking checkboxes and buttons. When the settings are complete,
click [Upload File].
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Inserting the performance path (PATH) file will import the information.

When applying as a new project file, the same number of drone and material must be set in advance
to apply. (You must enter a random keyframe for the gas and material.)
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